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Documenting a Land of Extremes
Michel Mesquita

The extreme temperature (-43ºC) in Fairbanks, Alaska on February 5th did not deter
climate and weather enthusiasts from coming
to the International Arctic Research Center (at
the University of Alaska, Fairbanks) for the
formal book signing of the newly published
The Climate of Alaska, by authors and researchers Dr. Martha Shulski and Dr. Gerd
Wendler, published by the University of
Alaska Press.
The book establishes an extensive new
reference on the climate of the state of Alaska,

a daunting challenge given Alaska's size and
geographic positioning between the frozen
Arctic Ocean and the warm Pacific Ocean.
This challenge is so immense that an Alaskan
climate atlas project had not been attempted
for almost 40 years. With an area of 570,374
square miles (1,477,262 sq. km), Alaska is by
far the largest state in the United States, about
2.3 times the size of Texas and one-fifth the
size of the contiguous United States, which
gives the state a diverse array of major climatic types, each of which is treated in detail.
It is also the most western and eastern state in
the Union. Because of its size and high latitude location, understanding the climate of
Alaska, while a
distinct challenge,
is crucial for comprehending the
fuller context of
climate change
studies.

View of the Juneau Icefield taken by Gerd Wendler
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According to
Dr. Wendler, there
are three major
climatic zones in
Alaska. The southern coastal region
has a maritime climate with relatively
cool summers and
relatively warm
winters and a large
amount of precipitation. The interior
of Alaska, the area

Planning a trip to Alaska? Check out these
Field Trip Guide Books published by AGU
and written by P.M. Hanshaw:
Alaskan Geological and Geophysical Transect
Quaternary Geology and Permafrost Along the
Richardson and Glenn Highways Between Fairbanks and Anchorage, Alaska
Glaciers and Glaciology of Alaska
All are available at
https://www.aip.org/ecomm/agu/books.jsp

between Alaska and the Brooks Ranges, has a
continental climate, with relatively warm
summers and cold winters. Precipitation is
continued on page 4

HIGHLIGHTS
2008 Joint Assembly - May 27-30 in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
2008 Fall Meeting session proposal
deadline: June 13.
AGU Fellow nominations deadline:
July 1.
Holton Award nominations due July
11.
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AS Newsletter
Hello Readers,
In this issue, Juan Añel tells us about a
new section for the Newsletter called “AS
Horizons.” As Juan explains, we want to use
this section to highlight exciting, up-andcoming research in our field, and to encourage
collaborations and idea-sharing among AGU
members. Each month, we will choose an ongoing project to write about. These articles
will be different from a publication in a
research journal, so submitting to “AS
Horizons” is not meant to replace your
regular journal submissions to publications
such as Geophysical Research Letters or
Journal of Geophysical Research Atmospheres.
“AS Horizons” will hopefully open our
eyes to some of the exciting research being
done in atmospheric science. For me, one of
the benefits of being in our field is being able
to learn new things about the world we live
in. If you’re in the mood to learn something
new and interesting, check out these websites,
some of my recent favorites that I’ve come
across while working on content for the
“Learn About” section on the Center for
Multiscale Modeling of Atmospheric
Processes website (http://www.cmmap.org/
cmmap/):
http://www.damninteresting.com/ - An aptlynamed site with stories that range from scientific to historical to just plain random.
http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/ - New
York Times reporter Andrew C. Revkin examines efforts to balance human affairs with the
planet’s limits.
http://www.agu.org/about.shtml - While
we’re talking websites, have you noticed that
the AGU website has been reformatted?
Happy Reading,
Anna Harper, Editor
abharper@atmos.colostate.edu
Colorado State University
Newsletter Reporters:
Juan A. Añel - University of Vigo, Spain
Michel dos Santos Mesquita - University of
Alaska, Fairbanks
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Highlight Top Projects
and Encourage
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The following information should be included if it is applicable (total length should
be no more than 2 pages):

•
•
•
•
•
Juan A. Añel
•
•
In the following issues, the newsletter will •
have a new special section: AS Horizons. In •
this new section, we will highlight the top
projects in the field of atmospheric sciences •
from around the world.
What qualifies as a top project? Projects to •
be featured in this section are not limited to
projects with big funding. A top project can
meet other characteristics. It can be …

C

Name of the project
Name of the main researcher/coordinator
Number of researchers involved
Countries/Institutions involved
Funding agencies
Total funding
Initial and final year
Keywords
Short summary (this could be an abstract
if you already have one written)
Research results and existing publications
about the project
Why you think it deserves to be featured
in AS Horizons

a visionary project focusing on key research questions that are not usually attacked;
an ongoing project without results or
The 2008 Joint Assembly is May 27-30 in
without a first line paper;
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. The meeting website is
a project without funding but which is a http://www.agu.org/meetings/ja08/. Registrabig effort using your local resources;
tion deadline is May 21.
research that involves coordination
among a large number of researchers;
field campaigns;
a huge theoretical effort.

Joint Assembly

•
•
•
•
•

There are often good projects running in
different countries and with different funding
agencies that the community of researchers in
our field are not aware of. This new section
will give you the opportunity to obtain more
feedback, collect comments and ideas from
other people and strengthen your collaboration with researchers working on the same
topics. In this way, the section will aim to
tighten the worldwide research efforts among
members of the AGU Atmospheric Sciences
section.

Atmospheric Sciences
Fellows Lectures

Section President-Elect Alan Robock will
preside over lectures from this year’s new
fellows on Thursday, May 29, at 4:00 PM.
The planned talks are: Jeff Forbes (Univ. of
Colorado) on troposphere-thermosphere coupling by thermal tides at Earth and Mars; Pat
McCormick (Hampton Univ.) on lidar and
occultation remote sensing applied to atmospheric measurements; Ulrike Lohmann (ETH
Zurich) on the effects of aerosol on convective clouds; V. Ramaswamy (NOAA/GFDL)
on the role of anthropogenic aerosols in 20th
century climate change; and J. Shukla
(George Mason Univ.) will present a comparison of the quality of IPCC climate models.

So, if you feel that you are doing a remarkable effort in our research field, that your project addresses key questions for atmospheric
sciences or you simply want the research
community know about your ongoing project,
then submit a description of the project.
Moreover, you can point out projects that you
are not involved in but you think should apFollowing the Fellows Lectures, be sure to
pear in this section. For each issue, the editoattend
the AGU Honors Ceremony and Rerial board of the newsletter will review the
ception
at 6:30 in the Floridian Ballroom at
existing proposals, and one will be chosen for
the
Ft.
Lauderdale
Convention Center. This
an insightful article.
Spring’s Honors Banquet will take place in
the Grande Ballroom of the Ft. Lauderdale
Submissions should be sent to:
Grande Hotel. You can purchase tickets for
Dr. Juan A. Añel
the banquet when you register (registration
j.anhel@uvigo.es or j.anhel@fis.ua.pt
deadline in May 21).
Subject: AGU/AS Newsletter -- AS Horizons

AGU Honors Evening

continued on next page
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Atmospheric Sciences
Sessions at the Joint
Assembly
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Graduate Students Visit Arctic Research
Mission Airplanes

Be sure to check out these sessions at the
2008 Joint Assembly:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atmospheric Composition As Seen From
Space: The Way Forward
Connecting Space and Atmospheric Sciences to Accelerate Progress in Addressing Atmospheric Coupling and Climate
Variability
The A-Train: Measuring and Assessing
Air Quality
High-Resolution Laser Remote Sensing
of Atmospheric Processes
The A-Train: Aerosol, Cloud, and Precipitation Interactions—Measurements
and Modeling
The A-Train: What We Have Learned
About Aerosol Composition From ATrain Measurements
The A-Train: Cloud Properties Derived
From Multiple Sensors
The A-Train (and Field Experiments):
Upper Troposphere and Stratosphere
Aerosols, Clouds, and Composition
The Southeastern Pacific and Atlantic
Regional Climates
Atmospheric Applications of Unmanned
Airborne Vehicles and Associated Technologies
The A-Train: Cloud Properties Derived
From Multiple Sensors
Chemistry-Climate Models: Evaluation
of How Well They Simulate the Present
and Past and the Implications for Projection Into the Future

ARCTAS Mission photos, courtesy Stacy
Porter:
Top: NASA B-200 airplane inside a hangar at
the Fairbanks airport.
Middle: Graduate students tour one of
NASA’s airplanes (left to right: author Michel
Mesquita, Stacy Porter, Agatha Light and
Morgan Brown)

Michel Mesquita

ing several UAF faculty supporting the aircraft program.

April 14 was a special day for some of
the graduate students of the Atmospheric SciThe graduate students had the chance to
ences department at the University of Alaska interact with many of the ARCTAS Principal
Fairbanks. Dr. Kenneth Sassen’s Cloud Phys- Investigators while they explained what their
ics students joined Dr. Glenn Shaw and other instruments were used for. By bringing stustudents to visit the
dents in contact with
airplanes of the
these large missions,
NASA ARCTAS
these professors are
mission (Arctic Regiving their students
search of the Comthe opportunity to
position of the Trolearn much more and
posphere from Airexpand their knowlcraft and Satellites).
edge beyond the
classroom. The stuThe ARCTAS
dents’ enthusiasm for
project is taking
visiting the airplanes
place during spring
was a clear indication
and summer of 2008.
of how grateful they
According to the
were for such an opARCTAS website,
portunity.
their main focus is to
“add value to the satellite observations for
For more information on the ARCTAS
facilitating their exploitation by atmospheric project see their website at
Earth science models,” and to investigate the www.espo.nasa.gov/arctas/ or
climatic influence of Arctic haze. The NASA http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/projects/arctas/.
airplanes visited were a B-200, a DC-8 and a
P-3. These airplanes are stationed in Fairbanks. Daily briefings are given at the UAF
Geophysical Institute auditoriums by many of
the scientists involved in this mission, includ-

Bottom Left: Professor Glen Shaw and student Stacy Porter learn more about the instruments aboard the NASA airplane.
Bottom Right: (From left to right) Prof.
Kenneth Sassen, Prof. Glen Shaw, Joshua
Brewer, John Zu and Brentha Thurairajah
board the plane.
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Holton Award
Nominations Due
Before July 11
Alan Robock

In 2004, the Atmospheric Sciences Section of the American Geophysical Union established a Section Award for junior Atmospheric Scientists, the James R. Holton Award.
The award is to honor James Holton, who was
a pioneer in atmospheric dynamics and an
inspiration to young scientists. To be eligible,
candidates should be a member of the AGU,
and be no more than three years past the
award of the Ph.D. degree. Members of the
AGU are encouraged to nominate deserving
individuals. The nomination package should
consist of four items, each no longer than two
pages in length: a nomination letter, the candidate's curriculum vitae, and two letters of
recommendation. The nomination and supporting letters should clearly state how the
nominated individual's research accomplishments are outstanding for one at his/her stage
of career. The nomination package should be
sent to Joan Alexander, Chair of the Nominations Committee, by July 11, 2008.
Send nomination package to:
Dr. Joan Alexander
c/o Andrew Frahm
Holton Award Nomination
NWRA/CoRA
3380 Mitchell Lane
Boulder, CO 80301
USA
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Feedback
Input by the Readers

There will be a special section called
“Partnerships for Education and Diversity in
the Earth and Ocean Sciences” at this year’s
Joint Assembly. The section will focus on
innovative ways that science education can be
infused into the education and community,
including thematic geodynamic displays in
outdoor parks, engaging K-12 teachers in
There are eight chapters in the book: In- scientific research in microbial oceanography
troduction; Temperature and Humidity; Pre- and Hispanic community engagement efforts.
cipitation; Clouds and Radiation; Pressure and
Christine Aguilar, Science Education and
Wind; Living in Alaska: Thunderstorms,
Wildfires, and Ice Fog; Climate Change; and Diversity Manager for Center for Multiscale
Modeling of Atmospheric Processes
Climate of Selected Towns Across Alaska.
The appendix has supplementary climate data (CMMAP), will be co-convening the poster
as well. One of the chapters that may interest and oral session with two other Education
many researchers is chapter 7: Climate Directors from Science and Technology CenChange. It talks about natural and anthropo- ters, including the Center for Microbial
genic forcings, past and present climate data, Oceanography and the Center for Coastal
temperature and precipitation change in Margin Observation and Prediction.
Alaska, and Alaska in the regional and global
Christine will also be attending a two-day
context. This book was written not only for
scientists, but also for tourists or enthusiasts Geophysical Information for Teachers (GIFT)
Workshop, where the latest results in hurriwho come to Alaska to explore its beauty.
canes and atmospheric science will be preFor more information on The Climate of sented. The workshop will give participants a
Alaska, please contact Dr. Wendler suite of engaging tools and activities to use in
(gerd@gi.alaska.edu) or Dr. Shulski their classrooms presented by leading scientists and educators. Next time you are asked
(martha@climate.gi.alaska.edu).
to present to your son's kindergarten class or
the local volunteer firefighters association,
check
with
Christine
(christine@atmos.colostate.edu) to get some
ideas for hands-on activities you can use in
your presentation.
low. Northern Alaska, the area north of the
Brooks Range, has an arctic climate. Temperatures are cool in the summer. All summer
months have temperatures below 10ºC, a
temperature threshold for tree growth – and
winters are cold. Precipitation is low and
winds are fairly strong.

Fax: 1-303-415-9702
Please direct e-mail inquiries to Andy Frahm
at frahm@cora.nwra.com

Opportunities
Above: Authors Dr. Martha Shulski, a
climatologist at UAF, and Dr. Gerd
Wendler, Professor Emeritus at UAF, at a
book-signing event at the International
Arctic Research Center. Photo by Michel
Mesquita
Left: Lightning strike as seen from
Yukon River bridge of Dalton Highway.
Photo by Ned Rozell.

Note: You may be asked for your AGU
member # to open the following links. Visit
the AS Section website for links to other job
opportunities not listed here:
http://www.agu.org/sections/atmos/ click on
Job Listings/Resources.
These job postings and others can be found
at:
http://www.agu.org/cgi-bin/membership_servi
ces/joblistings.cgi

Atmospheric Sciences
Book Information: The Climate of Alaska,
by Martha Shulski and Gerd Wendler, Univer- • Four positions in Humidity and Clouds
sity of Alaska Press, 208 pp., ISBN
Science at Lulea University of Technol1602230072, 2007, $21.95.
ogy in Kiruna, Sweden
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•

Atmospheric Scientist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the California Institute of Technology

•

Post-doctoral position in Atmospheric
Modeling at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill

•

Post-doctoral research position in the JPL
Microwave Atmospheric Science group

•

Research position in Atmospheric Science at JPL, technical staff position

•

Elizabeth Wordsworth Career Development Fellowship in Physics at the University of Oxford and St. Hugh’s College

•

Post-doctoral fellow (2-3 positions) at the
Jackson School of Geosciences at the
University of Texas at Austin

•

Research faculty appointment at the Baltimore County Joint System for Earth
Systems Technology at the University of
Maryland
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Biogeosciences
•

Post-doctoral researcher in land use/
climate interaction at Stanford University

Student Opportunities
•

Graduate assistantship in irrigation impacts in the Middle East, at the Center for
Sustainability and the Global Environment at the University of WisconsinMadison

•

Master of Science positions in Earth System Science at the University of Bristol,
UK
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